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Motivation

 Long-term economic growth depends on ability to draw upon a 
growing body of scientific & technical knowledge (Romer, 1994)

 Mere production of knowledge does not guarantee that others will 
be able to build on it (Mokyr, 2002)

 Institutions have an important role in shaping rate & direction of 
scientific (and commercial) progress

• Aghion et al. 2005, 

• Furman & Stern 2004

• Ziedonis 2004

• Murray 2006

 BUT most of this analysis “turns” on the response of individual 
scientists to changes in openness, control, price/availability of 
input…..suggests we need to examine mechanisms of agenda
setting/project choice by scientists



Research Setting

 Human Embryonic Stem Cell Research, 
1998-2005

• Stage 1 
− initial “shock” in 1998 – identification of 

ability to maintain hESC lines – opens up 
potential for many new research lines

• Stage 2 
−policy “shock” in 2001 – Bush regulations 

limit availability of funding for hESC 
research for US researchers 

−more details in upcoming slides…



Empirical Approach:  Diffs-in-Diffs

 Opportunity to exploit “natural” experiment

• US-stem cell policy directly affects only human 
embryonic stem cell research (hESC)

• beginning in Aug-01 (without obvious warning)

• and only limits federal funding
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A Primer on Stem Cells

 What are Stem Cells?

• stem cells differ from other types of cells in two 
principal ways

− they are unspecialized cells that renew themselves 
for long periods through cell division

− under certain conditions, they can be induced to 
become cells with special functions 
 e.g., the beating cells of the heart muscle 

 e.g., insulin producing cells of the pancreas

 What types of Stem Cells exist?
• adult vs. embryonic

• human vs. animal (mouse, rat, zebrafish, …)

slides draw on:  http://stemcells.nih.gov/  &  http://isscr.org/

• Martin F. Pera, Monash U;  Catherine M. Verfaillie, U-Minn;  Suzanne Kadereit, CH-Boston



Human Embryonic Stem Cells (hESC)

 Human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), derived from 
five day old spare human embryos created during in-vitro 
fertilization

• donated for research with informed consent of donors

• not derived from eggs fertilized in a woman's body

 May be grown indefinitely in culture in the primitive 
embryonic state

• can yield sufficient supply for meaningful experiments & clinical 
application

 Retains the property of pluripotency during extended 
growth in vitro

• potential to develop into all types of adult tissue cells
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Data & Empirical Approach
Using Bibliometric Methods to Track Stem Cell Research

 Measure of output based on population of 
publications citing core stem cell articles

• specifically, we track output of all articles that cite the 110 
articles identified by the June-2001 NIH report as seminal 
papers in stem cell research

− note that this publication was prepared as an input into the policy-
making process, not as a result of the policy-making process

• the NIH report also enables us to identify whether the 
“root articles” are associated with human or animal and 
adult or embryonic stem sells

 Stem Cells Output data
• we use data from the Science Citation Index (SCI) to track 

all forward citations to the 110 Root Articles

• in addition, we separately track all citations to the 1998 
Thomson et al. & identify all forward citations



Data & Empirical Approach
Control Samples

 Control I – Research Output in RNA-interference (RNAi)
• RNAi represents a scientific breakthrough also introduced in 1998

• Andrew Fire & Craig Mello won the 2006 Nobel Prize for their 1998 
work in RNAi

• We employ a similar method for identifying RNAi research output, 
relying on the Ambion list of 56 seminal articles published between 
1998 and 2002 on RNAI

• Here, too, we identify the population of articles that cite the Ambion 
“root articles” and track their number and nature over time

 Control II – Nearest Neighbor articles
• As our second control, we rely upon “Nearest Neighbor” articles, 

which are articles published immediately before the NIH Stem Cell 
“root” articles in each journal in which those “root” articles were 
published.

• In doing this, we employ the methodology of Furman-Stern (2006)



Significant rise in Thomson-98 
citations by non-US-based PIs
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Control comparison:  RNAi research



Control (2):  Neighbor articles



STAGE 2
Some evidence for a US decline…

Unique Papers Citing NIH Stem Cells Articles by No-US vs US-Any (all article types)
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Unique Forward Citations to Core RNAI articles, No-US vs US-Any (1998-2004)
(all pub types)
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Effect is only for Research Articles not reviews

Unique Papers Citing NIH Stem Cell Articles, No-US vs US-Any ("Reviews" only)
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Conclusions & Implications (I)

1. Must be extremely careful in drawing conclusions from 
preliminary data – it may be too soon!

2. Data suggest, however, a relative increase in stem cell 
research output by non-US researchers following the 
policy intervention
• control articles from similar time period and science at similar 

stage (RNAi) do not demonstrate relative increase in non-US 
scientific output

• core finding is consistent with Owen-Smith & McCormick (2006)

• the timing of the shift, however, raises questions about whether 
the policy intervention is the underlying cause or whether other 
factors are at work

• qualitative data suggest that private funding may have 
substituted for potential public funding



Conclusions & Implications (II)

3. Results may suggest the fragility of regional scientific 
advantage
• the policy intervention is extremely nuanced (i.e., it represents a 

constraint on only federal funding for a specific type of stem cell 
research); it would have significant implications for science policy 
if, indeed, the relative decline in US HESC and overall SC output 
were linked to this nuanced and, essentially, limited policy 
intervention

4. Additional years of data and additional controls would 
help refine the results presented here, all of which 
should be deemed highly preliminary 


